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1 Introduction
With the exponential growth of Internet of Things (IoT) applications, it is estimated that 
the global number of IoT devices will reach a staggering 30 billion by 2030 [1–4]. How-
ever, in regions where ground communication infrastructure is absent or in emergency 
scenarios, IoT devices may face challenges in accessing reliable communication services 
[5–7]. Conversely, in geographically isolated areas, the deployment of unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) presents a compelling solution due to their exceptional maneuverability, 
adaptable deployment capabilities and cost-effectiveness [8–10]. By capitalizing on these 
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advantages, UAVs can swiftly establish emergency communication systems in areas 
deprived of ground infrastructure, ensuring steadfast channel connectivity with IoT 
devices [11–14]. This, in turn, guarantees uninterrupted and dependable transmission of 
information and seamless data collection for IoT devices, thereby significantly bolstering 
emergency communication capabilities in regions affected by disasters.

As a highly promising technology, UAV-assisted communication showcases three typi-
cal application scenarios [15–17]. Firstly, UAVs can be deployed as airborne base sta-
tions, enabling pervasive wireless coverage within their designated service areas [18–20]. 
Zhang et  al. [18] introduced a communication system model that leverages multiple 
UAV base stations, aiming to minimize the required number of UAVs while optimiz-
ing their three-dimensional positions, user clustering and frequency band allocation 
to enhance coverage. Secondly, UAVs can function as aerial relays, establishing reliable 
wireless connections for remote users when direct communication is unfeasible [21, 22]. 
Ji et  al. [22] delved into the security challenges of cache-enabled UAV relay networks 
featuring device-to-device (D2D) communication, considering the presence of eaves-
droppers (Eves). They formulated an optimization problem that jointly optimized cache 
layout and UAV flight trajectory within a limited flying cycle, with the objective of maxi-
mizing the minimum secrecy rate among receivers. Lastly, UAVs can serve as airborne 
access points, facilitating mobile data collection and information dissemination to cater 
to diverse user demands [23]. Zeng et al. [23] proposed an innovative UAV-assisted wire-
less communication scheme utilizing cyclic multi-access and optimized transmission 
time allocation based on UAV positions to achieve maximum minimum throughput. By 
capitalizing on these remarkable advantages, UAVs have become an indispensable and 
complementary component of existing communication systems.

Nevertheless, wireless systems, including UAV communication, have long grap-
pled with the limited availability of spectrum resources [24]. In light of this challenge, 
researchers have been actively exploring efficient strategies to transmit information 
within the constraints of restricted frequency bands. In contrast to orthogonal mul-
tiple access (OMA), non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [25–28] enables mul-
tiple users to share the same spectrum by superimposing their signals in the power 
domain. To mitigate interference caused by overlapping signals, successive interfer-
ence cancelation (SIC) techniques are employed at the receiver level. NOMA exhibits 
superior spectrum efficiency, reduced latency and enhanced connectivity when com-
pared with OMA. In a particular study [29], a UAV was employed to serve multi-
ple ground users using NOMA. The research focused on optimizing the layout and 
power allocation of the UAV to maximize overall throughput. Zhao et  al. [30] pro-
posed a NOMA-UAV system, where the UAV cooperates with a base station to pro-
vide services to ground users. By jointly optimizing the trajectory of the UAV and 
NOMA precoding techniques, the research aimed to maximize the transmission rate 
for ground users facilitated by the UAV. Furthermore, Wu et  al. [31] introduced a 
UAV-based two-user broadcast channel, wherein the UAV independently transmitted 
information to two ground users. By considering constraints on the UAV’s maximum 
speed and transmit power, a joint optimization approach was employed to determine 
the UAV’s flight trajectory and power allocation. The objective was to effectively char-
acterize the throughput of the broadcast channel within a given duration of UAV 
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flight. Additionally, Nasir et al. [32] investigated the problem of maximizing the mini-
mum transmission rate under various constraints, including total transmit power, 
total bandwidth, UAV altitude and antenna beamwidth. To address this optimization 
challenge, they employed a trajectory optimization algorithm to obtain an efficient 
UAV-NOMA system with notable enhancements in transmission rates.

However, wireless systems, including UAV communication, are confronted with 
the pervasive risk of eavesdropping and malicious attacks, posing intricate challenges 
in delivering secure and dependable communication services for ground-based IoT 
devices [33–35]. In contrast to conventional encryption methods, recent research 
has extensively explored the realm of physical layer security (PLS), which capitalizes 
on the intrinsic characteristics of the wireless channel and employs (artificial) noise 
to accomplish secure information transmission [36, 37]. Yang et  al. [38] and Jameel 
et al. [39] conducted investigations into the utilization of artificial noise (AN) emit-
ted from ground terminals to deliberately degrade the eavesdropper’s channel and 
curtail the capacity of the eavesdropping channel. This approach effectively enhances 
the system’s secrecy capacity. Zhang et al. [40] underscored the advantages conferred 
by UAVs, such as their flexible deployment and mobility, in augmenting the secu-
rity performance of the system. By orchestrating the optimization of UAV deploy-
ment or flight trajectories alongside wireless communication resources, the channel 
capacity of UAV-to-ground communication can be amplified, thereby fortifying the 
secrecy capacity. Moreover, Gao et  al. [41] delved into a UAV-to-ground communi-
cation system, where a UAV is tasked with transmitting confidential information to 
authorized users while contending with the presence of eavesdroppers and adhering 
to no-fly zones. Through the joint optimization of the UAV’s trajectory and transmis-
sion power, the research aimed to maximize the minimum secure rate experienced by 
users within the system. Additionally, Luo et  al. [42] examined both the uplink and 
downlink scenarios in a UAV communication system, where confidential informa-
tion is exchanged between a legitimate ground user and the UAV, while an active Eve 
seeks to intercept the information and introduces interference signals. To tackle this 
challenge, they proposed a resource allocation algorithm that maximizes the average 
secure rate within this configuration.

By the analysis of the aforementioned literature, two drawbacks can be identi-
fied in previous works on UAV physical layer secure communication. Firstly, exist-
ing research has not taken into account the impact of eavesdropper location 
uncertainty on secure communication. Secondly, most works have only considered 
a single ground LU, neglecting the interactive influence among multiple LUs. There-
fore, a UAV-assisted secure communication system is proposed based on NOMA to 
achieve secure data transmission for legitimate users in this paper. NOMA and PLS 
are employed to enhance the spectrum efficiency of the system and ensure wireless 
transmission security, respectively. The contributions of this paper are summarized as 
follows:

• A UAV-assisted secure communication system model based on NOMA is estab-
lished. Addressing the scenario with multiple legitimate users, a UAV is strategi-
cally deployed as an aerial base station, leveraging NOMA technique to dynami-
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cally provide communication services through carefully planned periodic flight 
trajectories. Moreover, to safeguard the integrity of the system, a low-altitude 
UAV is ingeniously employed as a friendly jammer, effectively disrupting potential 
eavesdroppers. Eve is presumed to be mobile on the ground, following specific 
trajectories or directions.

• A coordinated design scheme for the trajectory and transmit power of a mobile UAV 
is proposed. In the IoT environment where mobile Eve exist, optimizing the transmit 
power of mobile UAV based on real-time tracking of the Eve’s trajectory can improve 
the flexibility of resource allocation. Concurrently, by optimizing the UAV trajectory, 
network security is enhanced to a considerable extent. The objective of this scheme is 
to maximize the minimum average secure rate among all LUs by the joint optimiza-
tion of the mobile UAV’s trajectory and transmit power, while adhering to the con-
straints imposed by secrecy performance.

• A highly efficient optimization algorithm to enhance the performance of the UAV-
assisted secure communication system is designed. To achieve this, an alternating 
iterative algorithm that optimizes both the trajectory and transmission power of the 
mobile UAV is proposed. Firstly, by fixing the UAV trajectory, relaxation variables is 
introduced to optimize power allocation. Then, with the power allocation fixed, we 
proceed to optimize the UAV trajectory and employ the CVX tool for trajectory cal-
culation. Finally, by iteratively performing the aforementioned two steps, we achieve 
convergence of the optimization objective, thereby maximizing the minimum aver-
age secure rate of all LUs.

The content and organization of this paper are outlined as follows. In Sect. 2, the sys-
tem model of the UAV-assisted secure communication system based on NOMA is intro-
duced, along with the formulation of the corresponding optimization problem. Section 3 
provides a comprehensive mathematical formulation of the optimization problem and 
presents a highly efficient iterative algorithm specifically designed for its solution. The 
simulation results are presented in Sect. 4, followed by the concluding remarks in Sect. 5.

2  System model and problem formulation
Considering the UAV-assisted secure communication network model based on NOMA 
depicted in Fig. 1, the network comprises two layers: a low-altitude layer consisting of a mobile 
UAV and a hovering friendly jammer, and a ground layer comprising K legitimate users and a 
mobile Eve. The set of LUs is denoted as K = {1, 2, · · · ,K } . In this model, the mobile UAV 
and hovering friendly jammer (Jammer) are assumed to be at heights HU and HJ , respectively. 
The legitimate users are randomly distributed on the ground, while the mobile eavesdropper 
moves on the ground in a specified direction. The positions of LUs k ∈ K and the hovering 
friendly jammer in the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system are represented by 
coordinate vectors wk = xk , yk

T and qJ =
(
xJ, yJ

)T , respectively.
For the sake of analysis, the mission cycle T is discretized into N equal time slots, where 

each slot has a duration of δ = T/N  . The horizontal position coordinates of the mobile Eve 
and the mobile UAV can be represented as WE =

(
xE[n], yE[n]

)T
, n ∈ N = {1, 2, · · ·,N } 

and qU =
(
xU[n], yU[n]

)T
, n ∈ N = {1, 2, · · ·,N } , respectively. When the mobile UAV 
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operates in a periodic manner, its endpoint position qU[N ] coincides with its starting 
point position qU[1] . It is assumed that the UAV maintains a constant speed through-
out each time slot, and the maximum speed of the UAV is denoted as Vmax . Hence, the 
mobility constraint of the UAV can be formulated as follows:

where dmin denotes the minimum permissible distance ensuring safety between the 
mobile UAV and the hovering friendly jammer.

Throughout the mission cycle, the transmit power of the friendly jammer remains con-
stant at PJ , while in the nth time slot, the mobile UAV’s transmit power is represented as 
PU[n] . Both entities adhere to the following constraints

where Pmax denotes the maximum transmit power of the mobile UAV in the nth time 
slot.

In the proposed network, the mobile UAV functions as a high-altitude base station, 
delivering services to LUs. The impact of terrain, obstacles and shadowing can be dis-
regarded. Consequently, the communication channels between the mobile UAV and 
friendly jammer in the low-altitude layer, involving LUs and the mobile Eve on the 
ground, can be predominantly characterized as line-of-sight (LoS) links. Thus, during 
the nth time slot, the channel gain between the mobile UAV and a LUs conforms to the 
free-space path loss model and can be expressed as

(1)[qU[1] =qU[N ]

(2)||qU[n+ 1]− qU[n]||
2 ≤

(
VmaxT

N

)2

, n = 1, 2, ...,N − 1

(3)||qU[n]− qJ||
2 ≥ d2min, ∀n

(4)0 ≤ PU[n] ≤ Pmax, ∀n

(5)PJ ≥ 0

JammerJammerUAVUAV

LU LULU evE evE

LULU

JammerUAV

LU LU Eve

LU

Fig. 1 System model
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where β0 represents the channel power gain at a reference distance of d0 = 1m . dk ,U[n] 
stands for the distance between the kth LU and the mobile UAV during the nth time slot, 
and it can be expressed as

Similarly, the channel gain hU,E[n] between the mobile UAV and Eve during the nth time 
slot can be expressed as follows:

where dU,E[n] denotes the distance between the mobile UAV and Eve during the nth time 
slot, and it can be formulated as

During the nth time slot, the channel gain hJ,E[n] between the friendly jammer and the 
mobile Eve can be expressed as follows:

where dJ,E[n] denotes the spatial separation between the friendly jammer and the mobile 
Eve during the nth time slot and can be mathematically expressed as

Based on the system model, the achievable rate from the mobile UAV to LUs in the nth 
time slot can be defined as follows:

where 
∑K

k̃=k+1
P
k̃
[n]h

k̃ ,U
[n] denotes the interference caused by the (k+1)th to the Kth 

legitimate users when the mobile UAV communicates with the kth legitimate user. The 
term N0 represents the power spectral density of the additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN).

In the nth time slot, the intercepted achievable rate by the mobile Eve from the 
mobile UAV can be expressed as

Hence, the average secure rate of LUs k across all time slots can be formulated as

(6)hk ,U[n] =
β0

d2k ,U[n]
, ∀k

(7)dk ,U[n] =

√
H2
U + �qU[n]−Wk�

2, ∀k

(8)hU,E[n] =
β0

d2U,E[n]
, ∀n

(9)dU,E[n] =

√
H2
U + �qU[n]−WE[n]�

2, ∀n

(10)hJ,E[n] =
β0

d2J,E[n]
, ∀n

(11)dJ,E[n] =

√
H2
J +

∥∥qJ −WE[n]
∥∥2, ∀n

(12)Rk [n] =
∑K

k=1
log2(1+

PU[n]hk ,U[n]∑K

k̃=k+1
P
k̃
[n]h

k̃ ,U
[n]+ N0

),∀k , n

(13)RE[n] = log2

(
1+

PU[n]hU,E[n]

N0 + PJhE,J[n]

)
, ∀n
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where max(RE[n]) represents the maximum achievable rate at which the mobile eaves-
dropper can intercept the moving UAV across all time slots.

Define the variables P = {PU[n], ∀n} and Q = {qU[n], ∀n} as follows. The objective 
of this paper is to maximize the minimum average secure rate of all LUs by simultane-
ously optimizing the trajectory Q and power allocation P of the mobile UAV, subject to 
the constraint of secrecy performance. In addition, a relaxation variable ϕ = min Rsk is 
introduced. Consequently, the optimization problem can be formulated as follows: 

Clearly, due to the intricate interdependence among the variables, solving Eq. (15) 
directly poses a significant challenge. This is mainly attributed to the fact that (15b) con-
stitutes a complex non-convex fractional expression entailing the coupling of optimiza-
tion variables. As a result, problem (15) constitutes a non-convex optimization problem 
that presents difficulties in direct solution.

3  Proposed solution
In this section, we address the challenging non-convex optimization problem (15) by 
decomposing it into two subproblems, specifically focusing on the trajectory Q and 
power allocation P of the mobile UAV. To handle the non-convexity, we utilize the 
relaxation variable method and employ the successive convex approximation (SCA) 
technique to transform the respective non-convex subproblems into convex ones. By 
alternating iterations, we iteratively solve these convex subproblems and aim to achieve 
convergence of the optimization objective.

3.1  Transmit power optimization

Given the predetermined trajectory of the mobile UAV, denoted as Q , the optimization 
problem concerning power allocation, denoted as P , can be described as follows: 

(14)Rsk =
1

N

N∑

n=1

(Rk [n]−max(RE[n])),∀k , n

(15a)max
ϕ,P ,Q

ϕ

(15b)s.t.Rsk ≥ ϕ, ∀k

(15c)||qU[n+ 1]− qU[n]||
2 ≤

(
VmaxT

N

)2

, n = 1, 2, ...,N − 1

(15d)||qU[n]− qJ||
2 ≥ d2min, ∀n

(15e)qU[1] = qU[N ]

(15f )0 ≤ PU[n] ≤ Pmax, ∀n

(15g)PJ ≥ 0
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Due to the non-convex nature of constraint (16b), the optimization problem (16) 
becomes a challenging non-convex problem to solve directly. To obtain an effec-
tive approximation solution for this problem, successive convex approximation is 
employed. By leveraging Lemma 1, the non-convex constraint (16b) is transformed 
into a convex constraint.

Lemma 1 The non-convex constraint (16b) in Eq. (16) can be reformulated as a convex 
constraint utilizing the following transformation

where

1  Proof
Firstly, by introducing a relaxation variable γ = max(log2(1+

PU[n]hU,E[n]
N0+PJhE,J[n]

)) , the trans-

formed formulation of the equation can be obtained as follows:

It is evident that Eq. (21) with respect to PU[n] is non-convex. To address this, a Taylor 
series expansion can be employed to derive an upper bound for RE[n] In each iteration, 
an approximate value Rl

E[n] is substituted for RE[n] , thereby transforming the constraint 

(16a)max
ϕ,P

ϕ

(16b)
s.t.

1

N

N�

n=1




K�

k=1

log2


1+

PU[n]hk ,U[n]�K
�k=k+1

P�k [n]h�k ,U[n] + N0






−max(RE[n]) ≥ ϕ, ∀k , n

(16c)0 ≤ PU[n] ≤ Pmax, ∀n

(16d)PJ ≥ 0

(17)
1

N

N�

n=1



�K

k=1
log2


1+

PU[n]hk ,U[n]�K
�k=k+1

P�k [n]h�k ,U[n]+ N0


− γ


 ≥ ϕ

(18)Al
U[n]+ Bl

U[n](PU[n]− Pl
U[n]) ≤ γ

(19)Al
U[n] = log2

(
1+

Pl
U[n]hU,E[n]

N0 + PJhE,J[n]

)

(20)Bl
U[n] =

log2(e)hU,E[n]

N0 + PJhE,J[n]+ Pl
U[n]hU,E[n]

(21)RE[n] = log2

(
1+

PU[n]hU,E[n]

N0 + PJhE,J[n]

)
≤ γ
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(21) into a convex constraint. In the lth iteration, the first-order Taylor series expansion 
of RE[n] can be expressed as follows:

where Al
U[n] and Bl

U[n] are defined according to Eqs. (19) and (20), respectively. With 
this, the proof is concluded.  �

Hence, (16) can be reconfigured as 

3.2  UAV trajectory optimization

The optimization problem statement pertaining to the trajectory Q of the mobile UAV, 
leveraging the power allocation PU[n] derived via optimization, is described as follows: 

Lemma 2 The non-convex constraint (24b) present in optimization problem (24) can be 
effectively converted into a convex constraint

(22)RE[n] ≤ Al
U[n]+ Bl

U[n](PU[n]− Pl
U)

�
= Rl

E[n]

(23a)max
ϕ,P

ϕ

(23b)s.t.(17)− (20), (16c), (16d)

(24a)max
ϕ,Q

ϕ

(24b)
s.t.

1

N

N�

n=1




K�

k=1

log2


1+

PU[n]hk ,U[n]�K
�k=k+1

P�k [n]h�k ,U[n] + N0






−max (RE[n]) ≥ ϕ, ∀k , n

(24c)�qU[n+ 1] − qU[n]�
2 ≤

(
VmaxT

N

)2

, n = 1, 2, ...,N − 1

(24d)
∥∥qU[n] − qJ

∥∥2 ≥ d2min, ∀n

(24e)qU[1] = qU[N ]

(25)
1

N

N∑

n=1

(∑K

k=1
Rl
U[n]− �

)
≥ ϕ, ∀k , n

(26)log2(1+
PU[n]β0

(
N0 + PJhE,J[n]

)(
H2
U + �qU[n]−WE[n]�

2
) ) ≤ �

(27)Rl
U[n] = Cl

U[n]+ Dl
U[n](

(
||qU[n]−Wk ||

2 − ||ql
U[n]−Wk ||

2
)
)
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1  Proof
Initially, introduce a slack variable, thereby facilitating the acquisition of an alternative 
formulation for the equation

Note that constraint (31) exhibits convexity, whereas constraint (24b) persists as non-
convex. Let us proceed with defining

Furthermore, (24b) can be further simplified as follows:

Evidently, by employing a first-order Taylor series expansion, a lower bound can be 

derived for the convexity of log2

(
1+

bk ,U[n]

H2
U+�qU[n]−Wk�

2

)
 in terms of

�qU[n]−Wk�
2.

Consequently, the expansion results in the following expression

where Cl
U[n] and Dl

U[n] are given by (28) and (29), respectively.
The proof is complete.  �

Observe that the non-convex constraint (24b) undergoes a transformation into a con-
vex constraint (25), it follows that for any given lth iteration of the mobile UAV trajectory 
ql
U[n] , the optimization problem (24) can be reasonably substituted with the optimiza-

tion problem (35) during the subsequent (l+1)th iteration, i.e., 

(28)Cl
U[n] = log2

(
1+

bk ,U[n]

H2
U + ||ql

U[n]−Wk ||
2

)

(29)
Dl
U[n] =

−log2(e)bk ,U[n](
H2
U +

∥∥∥qlU[n]−Wk

∥∥∥
2
)2

+ bk ,U[n]

(
H2
U +

∥∥∥ql
U[n]−Wk

∥∥∥
2
)

(30)bk ,U[n] =
PU[n]β0∑K

k̃=k+1
P
k̃
[n]h

k̃ ,U
[n]+ N0

(31)RE[n] = log2(1+
PU[n]β0

(
N0 + PJhE,J[n]

)(
H2
U + �qU[n]−WE[n]�

2
) ) ≤ �

(32)bk ,U[n] =
PU[n]β0∑K

k̃=k+1
P
k̃
[n]h

k̃ ,U
[n]+ N0

(33)
1

N

N∑

n=1

(
∑K

k=1
log2

(
1+

bk ,U[n]

H2
U + �qU[n]−Wk�

2

)
− �) ≥ ϕ, ∀k , n

(34)
log2

(
1+

bk ,U[n]

H2
U+�qU[n]−Wk�

2

)

≥ Cl
U[n]+ Dl

U[n](
(
||qU[n]−Wk ||

2 − ||ql
U[n]−Wk ||

2
)
) = Rl

U[n]
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3.3  Proposed algorithm

In order to address the original optimization problem (15) with minimal complexity, 
a highly efficient alternating iterative algorithm is introduced aimed at obtaining an 
approximate optimal solution in this section. Drawing insights from the discussions in 
Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, Eq. (15) is decomposed into two non-convex subproblems: optimiz-
ing, respectively, the power allocation and trajectoriy of mobile UAV. Subsequently, by 
an iterative process that alternates between solving these two subproblems, an approx-
imate optimal solution for Eq. (15) is derived. The proposed iterative algorithm is 
depicted in Algorithm 1.

The overall time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(L× N × K ) , where L, N 
and K represent the number of iterations, the total number of time slots and the number 
of LUs, respectively. The specific values of these variables will influence the runtime of 
the program code.

4  Numerical results and discussions
In this section, we begin by configuring the simulation parameters, followed by pre-
senting the simulation results to substantiate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. A 
sophisticated communication network is considered comprising a single mobile UAV, 
a friendly jammer, K LUs and a mobile Eve. The LUs are distributed randomly within a 
1000× 1000m2 . The mobile UAV operates at an altitude of HU = 100m , with a flight 
period of T = 100  s. Meanwhile, the friendly jammer remains stationary at an eleva-
tion of HJ = 100 m, actively transmitting interference signals to impede the mobile Eve. 
To accommodate the time division multiple access scheme, the network is divided into 
N = 50 time slots, with each slot spanning δ = 2 s. The maximum speed achievable by 
the UAV is Vmax = 40m/s . Considerations for noise power spectral density and channel 

(35a)max
ϕ,Q

ϕ

(35b)s.t.(25)− (30), (24c), (24d), (24e)
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power gain are given as N0 = −110 dBm/Hz and β0 = −20 dB , respectively. Within 
each time slot, the mobile UAV has a designated transmit power budget denoted as 
Pmax = 0.3W while the friendly jammer possesses a separate transmit power allocation 
identified as PJ = 0.4W.

To streamline the process, the initial movement trajectory is formulated as 
a circular path [20]. More precisely, the geometric center of all LUs abscissae 
Ld =

∑K
k=1Wk/K =

[
Lx, Ly

]T is first computed and assigned as the central point of the 
initial trajectory. Subsequently, half the distance between and the farthest LU is regarded 
as rd = max �Wk − Ld�/2, ∀k , which is duly selected as the radius. Consequently, the 
mobile UAV’s position in time slot n can be determined as follows:

Figure 2 illustrates the trajectory optimization of the mobile UAV in response to varia-
tions in the central position of the moving Eve. Two representative locations of the Eve’s 
central point were selected to validate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. As antici-
pated, the mobile UAV dynamically adjusts its trajectory to approach LUs with utmost 
proximity while maintaining a safe distance from the Eve. This strategic maneuver 
ensures the preservation of superior channel conditions, thereby augmenting the mini-
mum average secure rate for LUs. Upon examining Fig. 2a and b, it becomes apparent 
that due to security constraints, the mobile UAV is unable to reach the LUs in closer 
proximity to the Eve. Instead, it prioritizes serving other LUs in order to achieve the 
optimization objective. In practice, the mobile UAV tends to allocate resources to LUs 
with more favorable channel conditions, thus optimizing the minimum average secure 
rate.

Figure  3 shows the speed profiles of distinct mobile eavesdroppers at different cen-
troids. Notably, Fig. 3a illustrates that mobile UAV exhibit accelerated flight speeds dur-
ing time slots 4–7, 13–16, 21–23 and 32–36. By juxtaposing Fig. 2a, it becomes apparent 
that UAV swiftly navigate toward subsequent lawful targets, aiming to accomplish con-
fidential transmission tasks promptly within the mission cycle. Conversely, during time 
slots 2, 9, 18–19 and 25–26, the mobile UAV maintain reduced speed as they require a 
prolonged hover above designated LUs, facilitating the transmission of additional infor-
mation. Figure 3b mirrors the speed variations observed in Fig. 3a.

Figure 4 illustrates the transmit power of UAV at different locations of mobile Eve’s 
centers. Figure 4a shows that the mobile UAV exhibits reduced transmit power during 
time slots 29–37. By examining Figs. 2a and 3a in conjunction, it becomes apparent that 
the mobile UAV’s proximity to the mobile Eve prompts a decrease in transmit power, 
ensuring secure information dissemination. During time slots 0–15, the transmit power 
of the mobile UAV gradually escalates as it moves farther away from the mobile Eve. 
With the relaxation of confidentiality constraints, UAV can amplify its transmit power to 
enhance the minimum average security rate for all LUs. The variation pattern of transmit 
power depicted in Fig. 4b closely resembles that observed in Fig. 4a.

Figure 5 illustrates the trajectories of UAV across varying maximum flight speed, with 
the center of the mobile Eve situated at point [610,330]T . At lower speeds Vmax = 20m/s , 
the mobility of UAV falls short of efficiently reaching all LUs, limiting their ability to 

(36)q
(0)
U [n] =

[
Lx + rd sin

2π(n− 1)

N − 1
, Ly + rd cos

2π(n− 1)

N − 1

]T
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provide optimal service. However, as the speed escalates, the drones exhibit enhanced 
efficacy in reaching the LUs while maintaining a safe distance from the mobile Eve. Con-
sequently, its trajectory progressively stabilize over time.
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Fig. 2 UAV trajectory at different center positions of mobile Eve
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Fig. 3 UAV speed at different center positions of mobile Eve
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Figure  6 depicts the average secure rate attained by each LU when considering 
both the initial scheme and the proposed optimization scheme, with the mobile Eve 
positioned at point [610,330]T . The graphical representation reveals that the aver-
age secure rate for each LU is notably meager with respect to the initial scheme. 
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Fig. 5 Trajectories of UAV at different maximum flight speeds
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Nonetheless, following the application of joint optimization techniques, a substantial 
enhancement in the average secure rate of every LU becomes evident. This notable 
enhancement can be attributed to the efficacy of optimizing the trajectory and power 
allocation of UAV. By meticulous optimization of the UAV’s trajectory and transmit 
power, it becomes possible to concurrently bolster communication quality while min-
imizing the Eve’s capacity to intercept sensitive information. Consequently, each LU 
gains access to a heightened average secure rate, resulting in the overall fortification 
of system security and performance.

Figure 7 shows the dynamic evolution of the minimum average secure rate among all 
LUs as a function of iteration count. Evidently, with an increasing number of iterations, 
the minimum average secure rate for each LU demonstrates a corresponding improve-
ment, denoting the algorithm’s effectiveness in enhancing system security performance. 
Remarkably, at the 10th iteration, the minimum average secure rate reaches its pinna-
cle and maintains stability throughout subsequent iterations. This achievement serves 
as further validation for the algorithm’s convergence and efficacy. These findings offer 
invaluable insights into the algorithm’s performance and stability, providing valuable 
guidance for system design and optimization endeavors.

5  Conclusions
In addressing the challenge of ensuring reliable information exchange in scenarios 
involving multiple LUs, a UAV-assisted secure communication system model based on 
NOMA is proposed in this paper. Distinguishing itself from existing models, our pro-
posed framework leverages NOMA to facilitate data transmission from the mobile UAV 
to LUs while simultaneously employing cooperative interference from the UAV to trans-
mit jamming signals, effectively safeguarding LU’s information security against potential 
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eavesdroppers. To optimize the system, a joint optimization scheme that strategically 
plans the trajectory and power allocation of the mobile UAV is introduced, aiming to 
maximize the minimum average secure rate for all LUs.To tackle the inherent complex-
ity, the original problem is intelligently decomposed into two non-convex subproblems, 
employing advanced techniques such as relaxed methods and SCA to optimize both the 
trajectory and transmit power of the mobile UAV. By an iterative solution process for 
these subproblems, we successfully attain a solution that meets predefined thresholds.

Simulation results substantiate the following conclusions. Firstly, compared with the 
baseline scheme, the proposed joint optimization scheme exhibits significant enhance-
ments in the security of LU’s information transmission. Secondly, the proposed algo-
rithm demonstrates remarkable adaptability in adjusting the trajectory of the mobile 
UAV based on the position of the mobile Eve, showcasing the excellent convergence 
property.
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